For Immediate Release
OneAsia Delivers Speed and Reliability Through Microsoft Azure’s ExpressRoute
Hong Kong- June,8, 2016 –As a leading IT services and cloud solutions provider in the region,
OneAsia is happy to announce that we're taking our connectivity services one step further, with our
debut as the first Asia-focused System Integrator of Microsoft Azure’s ExpressRoute.
OneAsia clients can now take advantage of Microsoft Azure ExpressRoute's ability to extend onpremises networks into the Microsoft cloud over a dedicated private connection facilitated by a
connectivity provider.
ExpressRoute connections sidestep the public Internet, instead using OneAsia’s private connection to
connect Microsoft Azure and your Data Center. This guarantees security, reliability, lower latencies,
and blazing-fast data speeds up to 10Gbps.
Clients who sign up for our Microsoft Azure ExpressRoute service enjoy, among other things:


Connectivity to Microsoft cloud services: Using ExpressRoute, you can now establish
connections to a wide series of Microsoft cloud services – among them Microsoft Azure, Office
365, and CRM Online.



Layer 3 connectivity: multiple dynamic routing protocol (BGP) sessions exchange routes
between your on-premises network, your instances in Azure, and Microsoft public addresses



Connectivity to all regions within a geopolitical region: Once you connect to Microsoft in
one of our peering locations, you get access to all regions within the geopolitical region



Multiple supported bandwidth options: ExpressRoute circuits are available for a wide range
of bandwidths, from 50 Mbps to 10 Gbps

“This partnership comes at a most opportune time,” explains Mr. Charles Lee, Founder and CEO of
OneAsia. “As prime provider of best-in-class data center services, connectivity and cloud-based
solutions for premier enterprise Internet experience, the tie-up between OneAsia and Microsoft Azure
can only increase our edge and deliver better value to the clients we serve.”

To learn more about ExpressRoute, visit https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/expressroute/

###
About OneAsia Network Limited:
OneAsia offers a full range of cloud computing solutions and data centre services, from infrastructure,

platform to application software, aiming to help clients to manage their IT budgets and resources
effectively in meeting core business needs. OneAsia’s top-tier rated data centres are located across Asia
to keep its customers connected from anywhere in the world with consistent levels of quality, security
and services. OneAsia is at the forefront of the industry with extensive infrastructure coverage in
Greater China, Singapore, Malaysia and Vietnam. For more information, please visit
www.oneAs1a.com.

About Microsoft Azure ExpressRoute
Microsoft Azure ExpressRoute lets you extend your on-premises networks into the Microsoft cloud
over a dedicated private connection facilitated by a connectivity provider. With ExpressRoute, you can
establish connections to Microsoft cloud services, such as Microsoft Azure, Office 365 and CRM
Online. Connectivity can be from an any-to-any (IP VPN) network, a point-to-point Ethernet network,
or a virtual cross-connection through a connectivity provider at a co-location facility. ExpressRoute
connections do not go over the public internet. This allows ExpressRoute to offer more reliability,
faster speeds, lower latencies and greater security than typical connections over the internet.
About Microsoft
Microsoft (Nasdaq “MSFT” @microsoft) is the leading platform and productivity company for the
mobile-first, cloud-first world, and its mission is to empower every person and every organization on
the planet to achieve more.
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